1. In which season does spiceherb flower?

2. In which season does ticklegrass flower?

3. In which season does climb-up flower?

4. In which season does spiceherb bear seeds?

5. In which season does climb-up bear white fruit?

6. What colour is the climb-up flower? How many petals does the flower have?

7. Which region of Mundus has the most ticklegrass?

8. Which region of Mundus is least suitable for plants?
Which plant on Mundus grows best at higher altitudes?

How did the ringfly get its name?

What do shellbeasts eat?

What organisms on Mundus are herbivores?

What organisms on Mundus are omnivores?

Which season has the fewest ringflies?

In which season are shellbeast babies born?

In which season do shellbeasts behave aggressively?
Is it the male or the female shellbeast that cares for their offspring?

At what temperature does water boil on Mundus?

At what temperature does water freeze on Mundus?

On Earth, objects of different masses always fall at the same speed. That is the same on Mundus. How long would it taken an object on Mundus to fall 100 metres / 330 feet?

How long is a day on Mundus?

How many years ago was there a huge volcano eruption on Mundus?

Mundus has three seasons that are all exactly the same length. “Klang tomi” is cold and dry with low wind. What about temperature, precipitation and wind in “klang raf raf”?

Mundus has three seasons that are all exactly the same length. “Klang tomi” is cold and dry with low wind. What about the temperature, precipitation and wind in “klang blof”? 
25. There is one very windy season on Mundus. In general, which direction does the wind come from then?

26. The distance between Laka-wom and Nuki-wom is 315 kilometres. How many kilometres is one Mundian dos?

27. Your fellow scientists have measured the temperature, precipitation and wind on Mundus for 500 days. Which of the three does graph 1 show?

28. Your fellow scientists have measured the temperature, precipitation and wind on Mundus for 500 days. Which of the three does graph 2 show?

29. Your fellow scientists have measured the temperature, precipitation and wind on Mundus for 500 days. Which of the three does graph 3 show?

30. Mundians use dots, lines and triangles to stand for numbers. What does a single dot stand for?

31. Mundians use dots, lines and triangles to stand for numbers. What does a single line stand for?

32. Mundians use dots, lines and triangles to stand for numbers. What does a single triangle stand for?
How do Mundians write the number 7?

How do Mundians write the number 10?

How do Mundians write the number 20?

What number is this?

What number is this?

What do Mundians say in greeting?

What do Mundians call a ringfly?

How do Mundians say ‘no’?
What is the Mundian word for 'town'?

What do Mundians call a shellbeast?

What do Mundians call ticklegrass?

What do Mundians call climb-up?

What does the Mundian word “waan” mean?

How many hours a day do pupils on Mundus attend school?

As far as we know, the history of the Mundians can be divided into three eras. What are they, listed from past to present?

How do Mundians draw and paint the sun?
49. How old is document x1?

50. What event marked the start of the current Mundian calendar?

51. What do Mundians write and paint on?